**FONT DE LA TIA XIMA (LLOSÀ LOOP)**

Approx. 7 km, 250m ascent, 2 1/2 hrs. Easy Moderate Circuit.

Serra de Seguil

---

**WARNING!** North facing slopes can be shady, cold and so are slippery in winter.

(COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS)

(2015)(2016)
FONTILLES
easy moderate circuit. approx. 8km, 150m asc, 2½ hrs.

A woodland walk on good paths to an interesting village with history.
(Visit to a former leper colony!)

Fontilles is a former leper colony, founded in 1909 by Father Ferris and Sr. Ballester. The surrounding wall was built in the 1920s due to concerns by local villages. Leprosy was last cured in 1982 by multidrug therapy; today convalescents and geriatrics are cared for instead. The village has many interesting buildings, old statues, gardens, a café, seats and views in a tranquil valley.
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CABALLO VERDE (WEST)

approx. 7km, 300m asc, 3hrs. Moderate Circuit.
One of the best ridge walks in the Costa Blanca.
Paths good, except on a short section of narrow ridge.
Extensive mountain views.
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PARCENT-ALCALALI CIRCULAR

Easy Moderate Circuit
about 9km, 100m.asc, 3hrs.
Best mid-February to see the almond blossom.

About 8km, 150m.asc, 3hrs. Easy Moderate
Clockwise circuit in Jalon Valley from Alcalali to Parcent along the low 'stones and water' route, then climbing to return along a contour path with views.

(approx. 1cm = 200m)
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